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§ joint work with Patrick	Speicher,	Marcel	Steinmetz,	Milivoj	Simeonovski,	
Giancarlo	Pellegrino,	Michael	Backes



Previously	on	this	Channel
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How	we	got	this	Idea	(outside	security	testing)
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Running	Example:	Commute-Sabotage
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Stackelberg Planning

§ Players: LEADER	 (saboteur/network	 defender)	 vs.	FOLLOWER	(me/hacker)

- Both	modelled	as	full-scale	classical	planning	agents

- Objectives:	 Follower	has	goal;	leader	maximizes	 follower’s	 plan	cost

§ vs.	Planning	 based	games:

- Restriction	 to	Stackelberg	setting	à interesting	 special	case

- Practically	relevant,	more	 feasible	algorithmically	

§ vs.	Security	games:	(Tambe et.	al.,	Durkota et.	al.	in	pentesting)

- Full-scale	classical	planning	models

- Leader	 strategy	 is	pure	 (deterministic)	 and	fully	observable	 to	the	
follower

- Practically	relevant	 complementary	 framework
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Stackelberg	Planning	Task

§ Syntax:

- Predicates,	 leader	actions,	 follower	actions,	 initial	state,	 follower	goal

- Leader	minimal	cost	to	state	𝐿∗ 𝑠

- Follower	best	 response	𝐹∗ 𝑠 	(may	be ∞)

§ Semantics:

- Trade-off	 between	minimizing	𝐿∗	and	maximizing	𝐹∗

- (𝐿,𝐹) dominates (𝐿′, 𝐹′)	if 𝐿 ≤ 𝐿7 	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝐹 ≥ 𝐹	′ ,	at	least	one strict

- 𝑆∗ set of	non-dominated	 states: the	pareto frontier
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⇧ = (P,AL,AF , I,GF )



Leader-follower	search	sketch
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Remove 𝑁 from 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 and 
compute 𝐹∗(𝑁. 𝑠)

Insert 𝑁 to 𝑆	E 	if not dominated 
and remove dominated entries

Terminate and 
return 𝑆	E

No

Yes

push successor nodes w.r.t. 
𝐴G to 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛

𝑆	E = 	∅
Add 𝑁 with 𝑁. 𝑠 = 𝐼 to 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 ≠ ∅?

Upon termination of 
Leader-follower 

search: 
𝑁E. 𝑠 𝑁E ∈ 𝑆N = 𝑆∗



Running	Example:	Commute-Sabotage
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s = {leader-at(C), follower-at(C)}
𝑳 = 𝟎

𝑭∗ 𝒔 = 𝟐

s = {leader-at(𝐿" ), follower-at(C)}
𝑳 = 𝟏

𝐅∗ 𝐬 = 𝟐

s = {leader-at(𝐿" ), follower-at(C), blocked(𝐿" ,U)}
𝑳 = 𝟐

𝐅∗ 𝐬 = 𝟓
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Experiments	on	IPC	Benchmarks

§ Configurations:

- With	vs.	without	pruning	techniques	 (omitted	here)

- Optimal	vs.	satisficing	planning	for	follower

§ Domains:

- NoMystery,	 Logistics

- Network	pentesting

- Visitall,	Sokoban

§ Domain	modification:	 introduce	 leader	actions!

- Sabotage	 road	network

- Block	positions	 in	Sokoban

- Defender	 (admin)	 securing	parts	of	network
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Coverage:	NoMysteryOptimal-Follower
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Number of leader actions 



Coverage:	Logistics
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Number of leader actions 

Optimal
follower

Satisficing
follower



Coverage:	Network	Pentesting
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NoMysteryPareto	Frontiers
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Conclusion	of	this	Part

§ Stackelberg	planning:

- Middle	ground	between	 classical	vs	game-theoretic	 planning

- Applications:	 robustness measure,	 defensive	 planning

§ Algorithms research:

- Gap	to classing planning techniques not	as large	à adapt algorithms!

- E.g.	Stackelberg	heuristic	functions	combining	optimistic	estimation	of	
leader	costs	with	pessimistic	estimation	of	follower	costs

§ Application	 to	security	analyses	 beyond	pentesting as	we	know	it:

- Robert	will	tell	us	all	about	it	now!
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game	theory																														Stackelberg	planning classical	planning



Cost-risk	analysis	in	information	security:	gospel
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Cost

Risk

Best practices, updates, etc.

Verify all the code, develop own hardware.

“100% security is impossible.”

Leader

Follower benefit



Two	main	lines	of	research

Securing	 the	internet	 infrastructure:

- Evaluate competing	security	proposals	
using “deployment	plan”

- Inherently	 dependent	 on	current	
infrastructure

- holistic	analysis

Securing a	given	network

- Network	scanning	exposes	
vulnerabilities

- Develop	mitigation	plan

- Inherently	 dependent	 on	software	
configurations	 and	connectivity
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Figure 1. Network structure in our running example. (Figure adapted from
Sarraute et al. [43].)

[4], [33], Sarraute et al. [43] devised a comprehensive model
based on POMDPs, designed to capture penetration testing
as precisely as possible, explicitly modeling the incomplete
knowledge on the attacker’s side, as well as the develop-
ment of that knowledge during the attack. As POMDPs do
not scale – neither in terms of modeling nor in terms of
computation – it was thereafter proposed to use MDPs as a
more scalable intermediate model [12], [19]. Here we build
upon this latter model, extending it with automated support
for mitigation analysis.

Mitigation analysis models not only the attacker, but also
the defender, and in that sense relates to game-theoretic
security models. The most prominent application of such
models thus far concerns physical infrastructures and de-
fenses (e. g. [49]), quite different from the network security
setting. A line of research considers attack-defense trees
(e. g. [27], [28], not based on standard sequential decision
making formalisms. Some research considers pentesting but
from a very abstract theoretical perspective [5]. A basic
difference to most game-theoretic models is that our mitiga-
tion analysis does not consider arbitrarily long exchanges of
action and counter-action, but only a single such exchange:
defender applies network fixes, attacker attacks the fixed
network. The latter relates to Stackelberg competitions, yet
with interacting state-space search models underlying each
side of the game.

3. Running Example

We will use the following running example for easier
introduction of our formalism and to foreshadow the mod-
elling of networks which we will use in Section 7. Let us
consider a network of five hosts, i.e., computers that are
assigned an address at the network layer. It consists of a
webserver W , an application server A, a database server
D, and a workstation S. We partition the network into
three zones called as follows: 1) the sensitive zone, which
contains important assets, i.e., the database server D and

the information it stores, 2) the DMZ, which contains the
services that need to be available from the outside, i.e.,
A and W , 3) the user zone, in which S is placed and
4) the internet, which is assumed under adversarial control
by default and contains at least a host I .

These zones are later (cf. Section 8) used to define the
adversarial goals and may consist of several subnets. For
now, each zone except the internet consists of exactly one
subnet. These subnets are interconnected, with the exception
of the internet, which is only connected to the DMZ. Fire-
walls filter some packets transmitted between the zones. We
will assume that the webserver can be accessed via HTTPs
(port 443) from the internet.

4. Penetration Testing Formalism

Intuitively, the attacks we consider might make a service
unavailable, but not physically remove a host from the
network or add a physical connection between two hosts.
We thus distinguish between network propositions and at-
tacker propositions, where the former describes the network
infrastructure and persistent configuration, while the latter
describes the attacker’s advance through the network. By
means of this distinction, we may assume the state of the
network to be fixed, while everything else can be manipu-
lated by the attacker. The network state will, however, be
altered during mitigation analysis, which we will discuss in
more detail in Section 5.

Networks are logically described through a finite set
of network propositions PN. A concrete network state is a
subset of network propositions sN ✓ PN that are true in this
state. All propositions p 62 sN are considered to be false.

Example 1 In the running example, the network topol-

ogy is described in terms of network propositions

subnet(s, h) 2 PN
assigning a host h to a subnet s, e.g.,

subnet(sensitive, D) 2 PN
. Connectivity is defined between

subnets, e.g., haclz(internet, dmz, 443, tcp) 2 PN
indicates

that TCP packets with destination port 443 (HTTPS) can

pass from the internet into the DMZ. We assume that the

webserver W , the workstation S and the database server

D are vulnerable, e.g., vul exists(cveW ,W, 443, tcp, inte-

grity) 2 PN
for a vulnerability with CVE identifier cveW

affecting W on TCP port 443, that compromises integrity.

We formalize network penetration tests in terms of a
probabilistic planning problem:

Definition 1 (penetration testing task) A penetration test-
ing task is a tuple ⇧ = (PA,A, IA,G, bA0 ) consisting of:

• a finite set of attacker propositions PA
,

• a finite set of (probabilistic) attacker actions A (cf.

Definition 2),

• the attacker’s initial state IA ✓ PA
,

• a conjunction G over attacker proposition literals,

called the attacker goal, and

• a non-negative attacker budget bA 2 R+[{1}, includ-

ing the special case of an unlimited budget bA = 1.



Securing	the	email	infrastructure
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Ⓒ 123-reg.co.uk

Ⓒmicrosoft.com

§ Plenty	of	proposals,	 but	which	to	
deploy?

§ Cost	depends	 on	current	
infrastructure	 and	potential	
amortization

§ Benefit	 depends	on	attack	
vectors,	 and	thus	infrastructure



Securing	the	email	infrastructure
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Administrators
Plan	investments;
secure	infrastructure

Standardization	bodies
Focus	efforts

Policy	makers
Evaluate	impact	of	policies;	
improve	self-reliance

Protocol	designers
Assess	deployment	issues	
with	regard	to	status	quo	

Cost

Risk
q DNSSEC	at	NS1
q TLS	everywhere
q Move	to	domestic	NS



Running	example
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Secure	standards

IPsec

DNSSEC

DANE

TLS

...

Mitigations

routing
mitigations

DNS-level	
mitigations

secure
standards

relocation



Property	Graph
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Ⓒ 123-reg.co.uk



Attacker	model:	What	is	initially	compromised?
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Attacker	model	&	mitigations

§ Attacker	 (follower):

- direct	compromise:	mail	servers	 (MX),	name	ser.	 (NS),	aut.	systems	(AS)

- routing	 integrity: affects	email,	but	also	name	resolution

- name	resolution	 integrity: resolution	chain

- communication	 integrity: TLS,	host	validation,	DANE	etc.

§ Defender	(leader):

- VPN/IPSEC:	encrypt	connections	 between	 two	Ases

- DNSSEC:	NS	signs	responses	 to	DNS	requests

- TLS	enforcement:	lose	customers,	 still	rely	on	name	resolution

- RFC7817:	validate	hostname	with	MX	entry	and	@domain	part

- DANE:	DNSSEC	records	 indicate	 that	TLS	needs	 to	be	used

- relocate	 infrastructure:	 e.g.,	use	trusted	NS
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Cost	functions/scenarios	and	attacker	reward

§ considered	 several	 different	 cost	functions	 (money),	e.g.,

- actual	spending	 (operational	 cost	for	1	year	)

- loss	of	users	when	enforcing	TLS	(optimistic/pessimistic)

§ Attacker	 reward	 is	number	of	unconfidential connections

- calculation	based	on	market	share

§ additional	scenario:

§ sneaky	adversary	(does	not	dare	to	forge	
DNSSEC	signatures	→	remove	actions)
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Data	acquisition

§ popular	email	providers

§ DNS lookup	

- MX,	A,	RSLVR

§ public	available	 resources

- Ripe	Atlas,	MaxMind
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Popular email providers in defender countries
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Results:	Different	attackers	against	Germany
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Results:	some	insights

§ Germany:	Considering	only	actual	cost,	enforcing	TLS	with	RFC	7817	is both	a	
low-cost	and	high-security	 solution.	 Foreign	MXes need	to	be	relocated,	
however,	 	name	server	 infrastructure	 is	largely	domestic.	

§ TLS	would	have	a	great	effect	 in	most	countries,	 but	loss	of	functionality	 is	
prohibitive:

- In	Germany,	 relocation	 is	the	next	best	option.

- If	we	enforce	 TLS,	should	implement	RFC	7817	right	away

§ DNSSEC useful	only	if	country	wants	 to	avoid	leaving	 forensic	evidence

§ Vast	difference	between	countries	 (Brasil, Russia)
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Results:	Check	our	website!
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www.whocontrolstheinternet.com



Check	our	website!

28EuroS&P 2018:	Costand Efficacy of Securing the Email	Infrastructure



Second	line	of	research:	Securing corporate	networks
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600 1400

Too	many;
Need	to	prioritize

Reachable	 from
the	outside?



Securing corporate	networks:	approach
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§ attacker	can	hop	if	(severe,	 remote-exploitable)	 vulnerability	 exists

§ wins if	reaches	 critical	asset

§ defender:	 apply	patch,	filter	packets,	develop	work	around

§ perform ok	up	to	800	hosts	with	~5	vulnerabilities	 per	host

Figure 1. Network structure in our running example. (Figure adapted from
Sarraute et al. [43].)

[4], [33], Sarraute et al. [43] devised a comprehensive model
based on POMDPs, designed to capture penetration testing
as precisely as possible, explicitly modeling the incomplete
knowledge on the attacker’s side, as well as the develop-
ment of that knowledge during the attack. As POMDPs do
not scale – neither in terms of modeling nor in terms of
computation – it was thereafter proposed to use MDPs as a
more scalable intermediate model [12], [19]. Here we build
upon this latter model, extending it with automated support
for mitigation analysis.

Mitigation analysis models not only the attacker, but also
the defender, and in that sense relates to game-theoretic
security models. The most prominent application of such
models thus far concerns physical infrastructures and de-
fenses (e. g. [49]), quite different from the network security
setting. A line of research considers attack-defense trees
(e. g. [27], [28], not based on standard sequential decision
making formalisms. Some research considers pentesting but
from a very abstract theoretical perspective [5]. A basic
difference to most game-theoretic models is that our mitiga-
tion analysis does not consider arbitrarily long exchanges of
action and counter-action, but only a single such exchange:
defender applies network fixes, attacker attacks the fixed
network. The latter relates to Stackelberg competitions, yet
with interacting state-space search models underlying each
side of the game.

3. Running Example

We will use the following running example for easier
introduction of our formalism and to foreshadow the mod-
elling of networks which we will use in Section 7. Let us
consider a network of five hosts, i.e., computers that are
assigned an address at the network layer. It consists of a
webserver W , an application server A, a database server
D, and a workstation S. We partition the network into
three zones called as follows: 1) the sensitive zone, which
contains important assets, i.e., the database server D and

the information it stores, 2) the DMZ, which contains the
services that need to be available from the outside, i.e.,
A and W , 3) the user zone, in which S is placed and
4) the internet, which is assumed under adversarial control
by default and contains at least a host I .

These zones are later (cf. Section 8) used to define the
adversarial goals and may consist of several subnets. For
now, each zone except the internet consists of exactly one
subnet. These subnets are interconnected, with the exception
of the internet, which is only connected to the DMZ. Fire-
walls filter some packets transmitted between the zones. We
will assume that the webserver can be accessed via HTTPs
(port 443) from the internet.

4. Penetration Testing Formalism

Intuitively, the attacks we consider might make a service
unavailable, but not physically remove a host from the
network or add a physical connection between two hosts.
We thus distinguish between network propositions and at-
tacker propositions, where the former describes the network
infrastructure and persistent configuration, while the latter
describes the attacker’s advance through the network. By
means of this distinction, we may assume the state of the
network to be fixed, while everything else can be manipu-
lated by the attacker. The network state will, however, be
altered during mitigation analysis, which we will discuss in
more detail in Section 5.

Networks are logically described through a finite set
of network propositions PN. A concrete network state is a
subset of network propositions sN ✓ PN that are true in this
state. All propositions p 62 sN are considered to be false.

Example 1 In the running example, the network topol-

ogy is described in terms of network propositions

subnet(s, h) 2 PN
assigning a host h to a subnet s, e.g.,

subnet(sensitive, D) 2 PN
. Connectivity is defined between

subnets, e.g., haclz(internet, dmz, 443, tcp) 2 PN
indicates

that TCP packets with destination port 443 (HTTPS) can

pass from the internet into the DMZ. We assume that the

webserver W , the workstation S and the database server

D are vulnerable, e.g., vul exists(cveW ,W, 443, tcp, inte-

grity) 2 PN
for a vulnerability with CVE identifier cveW

affecting W on TCP port 443, that compromises integrity.

We formalize network penetration tests in terms of a
probabilistic planning problem:

Definition 1 (penetration testing task) A penetration test-
ing task is a tuple ⇧ = (PA,A, IA,G, bA0 ) consisting of:

• a finite set of attacker propositions PA
,

• a finite set of (probabilistic) attacker actions A (cf.

Definition 2),

• the attacker’s initial state IA ✓ PA
,

• a conjunction G over attacker proposition literals,

called the attacker goal, and

• a non-negative attacker budget bA 2 R+[{1}, includ-

ing the special case of an unlimited budget bA = 1.



Defender planning	versus	verification

§ “100% security	can	never	 be	reached”

§ Still,	we	strive	 for	100%:

- massive	success	 of	provable	 security	in	
cryptography

- success	of	verification	 at	protocol	 level	
(will	see	with	TLS	1.3)

- progress	 for	implementations

§ ‘Attacker	 success	 <	x	%’	is	a	verification	
result	 (in	our	model!)

- completeness	 of	the	model	is the	limit	
(well, and	the	budget)

- opposed	 to	simulated	pentesting alone	
(“where	 to	look”)
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Cost

Risk

“100% security is impossible.”

hardness assumptions

cryptography

protocol

implementations

infrastructure

users …



Defender planning	versus	verification
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Cost

Risk

“100% security is possible (but too costly).”

w.r.t. our model

risk outside model



Future	challenges	(within	AI)

§ Almost	universal disagreement	 over	cost	of	mitigation

- Compute	 region	around	Pareto	 frontier,	 showing	deviation	as	function	of	
action-cost	uncertainty	 (intervals).

§ Scalability	of	attacker	 task:

- (Mostly)	delete-relaxed,	 basically	set	of	reachable	 nodes	from	initial	set

- Email:	ca. 10	providers	 (representing	 92%	of	users),	 2mins

- Web: ca.	5000	domains,	60k	ASes.,	??mins

- Attacker	planning	problem	can	be	solved/approximated	 using	other	
techniques	 (graph	algorithms,	approximate	 counting)	

§ Malware	spreading	via	zero-day	exploits:

- Probabilistic	occurrence	 of	vulnerability	 (MDP)

- Emergency	 response (attacker	 goal:	expected	 infections	at	time	t)
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Future challenges	(outside	AI)

§ Infrastructure:

- Link	planning	results	 to	verification	 results	 for	protocols.

- Better	 data	(scans, route	prediction,	 cost	estimates)	 ..	cost	estimation	
field-research	 required

- More	scenarios:

• phishing,	malware spreading/-response

• Logical	dependencies	 (shared	DH	groups	in	TLS,	accumulated	 cost)

§ Corporate networks

- Better	metadata through	virtualisation (metasploit)

- Validation	(how	to	study	effectiveness?)

- Exploit	chaining:	theory	of	privilege	 escalation	 (work	in	progress)
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Thank	you	for	your	attention.
Questions,	comments?
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Conclusion

§ Stackelberg planning:	practically	relevant	middle	ground	between	 full-scale	
game-theoretic	 planning	and	classical	planning

§ Many	applications,	 despite	 lack	of	probabilistic	defender	 actions	
(randomization	 is	a	protocol	task!),	e.g.

- Cost-benefit	 analysis	w.r.t.	 internet	 infrastructure:

• next	up:	the	web!

- Mitigation	planning	in	companies

§ Algorithmic	challenges	 in	scalability	and	robustness	 of	results
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Excerpt of the Pareto	frontier fromUSA	vs.	Russia
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Future	challenges

§ Infrastructure	 research	 line:	link	planning	results	 to	verification	 at	lower	
architecture	 layers.

§ Almost	universal disagreement	 over	cost	of	mitigation

- Cost	estimation	 field-research	 required

- Compute	 region around	Pareto	 frontier,	 showing	deviation as	function	of	
action-cost	uncertainty	 (intervals).

§ Performance	 of	attacker	planning:

- (Mostly)	delete-relaxed,	 basically	set	of	reachable	 nodes	from	initial	set

- Email:	ca. 10	providers	 (representing	 92%	of	users),	 2mins

- Web: ca.	5000	domains,	60k	ASes.,	??mins

- Attacker	planning	problem	can be	solved/approximated	 using	other	
techniques	 (graph	algorithms,	approximate	 counting)	
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